
Teens
Enjoy these winter-themed titles

The Afterlife of Holly Chase
by Cynthia Hand
Young Adult Fiction. Ater being visited by
three ghosts on Christmas Eve, Holly Chase
chooses not to mend her spoiled ways and,
upon her death, discovers her selfshness has
caused her to work or eternity as a ghost o
Christmas past.

The Holiday Switch
by Ti Marcelo
Young Adult Romance. Planning to enjoy her
last snowy winter break o high school by
working at a cozy local inn and moonlighting
as an anonymous book blogger, Lily Santos'
plans are upended when the boss' rustratingly
cute nephew, Teddy Rivera, becomes her
nemesis coworker.

Ice Dogs
by Terry Lynn Johnson
Young Adult Fiction. Losing her way on a
routine outing with her dogs, 14-year-old
dogsled racer Victoria discovers an injured
sledder in the wilderness and struggles with
harsh elements and limited supplies to ensure
everyone's survival.

Life As We Knew It
by Susan Beth Peer
Young Adult Science Fiction. When a meteor
pushes the moon closer to the earth, setting
into motion a series o destructive weather
events that wipe out coasts, rock the
continents, and block out the sun, Miranda and
her amily must fnd a way to survive in a
desperate and unamiliar world.
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One Way or Another
by Kara McDowell
Young Adult Fiction. Seventeen-year-old Paige
suers rom a paralyzing ear o making the
wrong decision, so when presented with the
choice between two lielong dreams, Paige is
orced to ace the truth about her struggle
with anxiety.

Ski Weekend
by Rektok Ross
Young Adult Thriller. Six teens, one dog, and a
ski trip gone wrong makes or a ast-paced
thriller with moments o great tenderness—and
spine chilling horror.

Where Dreams Descend
by Janella Angeles
Young Adult Fantasy. A star showgirl
endeavors to win a high-risk magician's
competition in order to secure her reedom, an
eort that is complicated by an enigmatic
circus keeper and a brooding judge with a
dark past.

A Winter's Promise
by Christelle Dabos
Young Adult Fantasy. When Ophelia, who can
travel through mirrors, is betrothed to an
inluential member o a araway clan, she
journeys to the towering city o Citaceleste,
where she realizes she has become a pawn in a
dangerous political game.

Winterwood
by Shea Ernshaw
Young Adult Fantasy. Dark airy tales and
enchanted olklore collide when a boy, believed
to be missing, emerges rom a magical
woodland and promptly alls in love with a
witch who has been trying to unravel
his secrets.

You Can Go Your Own Way
by Eric Smith
Young Adult Romance. Trapped inside an
arcade by a snowstorm, Adam, who is
determined to save the arcade rom
Philadelphia's newest tech mogul, and Whitney,
the daughter o the tech mogul, fnd the tension
between them turning into something else.
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